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    Abstract

The  purpose  of  this  document  is  to  provide  a  comprehensive  overview  of  the  ReachOut
methodology. We call ReachOut Methodology the set of concepts, process and resources used by
research  projects  to  define  and  run  a  beta-testing  campaign  and  provided  by  the  ReachOut
BetaCenter platform. 

The document contains three parts. The first part outlines what is a beta-testing campaign and why it
is  useful  for  research  projects.  It  builds  the  case  for  beta-testing  as  an  efficient  mean to  focus
research project’s effort towards addressing market needs. The second part presents the main steps
and processes to be followed by research projects in a beta-testing campaign.  It  describes what
projects have to do by themselves with or without using the ReachOut BetaCenter. The third part
introduces the resources provided by the ReachOut BetaCenter to help research project develop and
run their beta-testing campaigns. 

Keyword list
Beta-testing,  demonstration,  H2020,  Europe,  research  project,  open  source,  software,  market,
adoption, value proposition, beta testers, BetaCenter, Beta-testing campaign

Acronyms & Abbreviations
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SME Small and Medium Size Enterprise

EU European Union

EC European Commission

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

ReachOut is  a support  action which overall  objective is  to enable H2020 projects in the area of

software  technologies  to  develop  their  ecosystems  and  offer  valuable  solutions  by  means  of

concentrating their efforts on implementing beta-testing campaigns. While research projects are pre-

commercial by nature it remains that having the market in perspective and being able to benefit

from feedbacks provided by real life beta testers is an efficient way to maximise the projects chances

of being successful on the market and creating value for its promoters.

European research projects are expected to deliver results for reuse by other research projects and

integration by business users. In both cases, to increase the chance of a tangible impact, research

projects must deliver results that are well packaged, easy to understand and easy to use.

ReachOut addresses this need with a two-prong solution. First, by educating research projects on the

methodology and benefits of beta testing and, second, by providing a platform, which we call the

ReachOut BetaCenter, with tools and functional resources to launch beta testing campaigns, recruit

beta testers and collect feedback.

1.2 Overall organisation of the document

The  purpose  of  this  document  is  to  provide  a  comprehensive  overview  of  the  ReachOut

methodology.  The  document  contains  three  parts.  The  first  part  outlines  what  is  a  beta-testing

campaign and why it is useful for research projects. The second art presents the main steps and

processes to be followed by research projects in a beta-testing campaign. The third part introduces

the resources provided by ReachOut.

Dedicated to Research Projects, the Beta Testing Campaign Methodology for research projects is

divided in three sections:

• What is a beta-testing campaign 

This section explains how beta testing fits into the process of  new technologies development,

going from alpha versions to marketable versions and what are the key benefits to expect from a

beta testing campaign.

• How to run a beta-testing campaign

This part explains the key steps and stepping stones to a successful Beta Testing campaign, divided

in five categories of tasks and activities: Strategy, Technology, Writing, People and Closing. 

• The ReachOut campaign platform

This  section introduces  the ReachOut  BetaCenter  platform and  the kind  of  support  resources

ReachOut provides (building blocks, templates, dashboard and reports) to campaign managers. 
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1.3 Methodology

ReachOut  leverages  the  experience  gained  by  its  partners  in  helping  projects  such  as

CHOReVOLUTION  and  STAMP  implement  their  beta  testing  campaigns.  From  this  experience

ReachOut derived a methodology for the benefit of EU-funded projects.

Methodology can be defined as a body of methods, rules, and postulates employed by a discipline. In

this document we describe the process used to collect feedback for the purpose of developing better

software. The methodology introduces a set of concepts, tools, methods, tips and best practices that

can be applied to efficiently develop and run a beta-testing campaign.  The beta-testing methodology

is the general strategy that outlines the way in which a beta-testing campaign is to be undertaken

and,  among  other  things,  identifies  the  methods  to  be  used  to  complete  it.  We call  ReachOut

Methodology the set of concepts, process and resources provided by the ReachOut Platform and to

be used by research projects to define and run a beta-testing campaign. 

1.4 Who is it for?

As an outcome of a Coordination and Support Action financed by the European Union’s Horizon 2020

research  and  innovation  programme,  this  methodology  is  primarily  intended  for  collaborative

research projects publicly funded under the same programme. The ReachOut platform however will

welcome beta-testing campaigns from European SMEs and open source projects. 
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2 What Is a Beta-Testing Campaign

2.1 What is beta-testing 

The challenge for research projects in the area of software technologies is that, while they deliver

results  that  are  attractive  because they  sport  sophisticated breakthrough  technologies,  they  are

difficult to access because there is a learning cost to understand the technologies and evaluate the

possibilities. This is where beta-testing can help. There are several definitions of beta-testing. The

most commonly accepted definition of  beta-testing is  testing of  a  release of  a  software product

conducted by customers (from http://www.aptest.com/glossary.html). 

Beta-testing  fits  in  the  overall  software  development  process.  Whether  following  a  traditional

waterfall approach or a modern agile approach,  any software development process must go more or

less  through  the  following  path.  After  a  couple  of  steps  covering  requirement  analysis  and

architecture design projects develop and test  individual  functional component before integrating

them into first and alpha version then a beta version before the final production version. While the

alpha version is assembled for the intention of the development team the beta version is aimed at

the users. 

Figure   1  : Beta-testing in the software development cycle  

In a sense, a beta-testing is a form of external customer, or user acceptance testing. The beta version

is released to a limited audience external to the programming team. And as it  aims at collecting

feedback to fine-tune development it has a limited life span, it is time-bound into a campaign. Hence

the notion of beta-testing campaign.

2.2 Benefits of a beta-testing campaign

Focus on beta-testing campaigns gives projects a  pragmatic objective which is  both realistic and

achievable within the duration of the project. It also provides projects with a blueprint to deliver

results that have market value, i.e. that are valuable not just in the precinct of academic research but

also for real business users.

A research project will run a beta-testing in order to: 

• Leverage code development into an initiative that reaches out to potential users

REACHOUT Grant agreement No 825307 7
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• Generate quality because a beta version usually undergoes a full cycle of internal system and

usability testing

• Enforce product attributes, such as packaging, tutorials, documentation, installation, on-line

user support, promotion, etc.

• Help identify exploitation opportunities reported by beta testers 

ReachOut’s core concept can be expressed as follows: 

If a project can launch a beta-testing campaign of its results then it has what it takes to bring value to

the market, engage with users, other research projects, partners and complementors and develop its

ecosystem.

Beta-testing helps research project in many different ways. It is a key dissemination action, it helps

collect inputs into the exploitation plan. By reaching out outside of the direct projects participants

beta-testing  helps  build  a  community and  discover  potential  new  contributors.  When  highly

successful a beta version helps recruit  early adopters,  it  has an  impact on the market, it  creates

market value and develops the project’s recognition.

2.3 Scenario-based campaigns

Publicly-funded  collaborative  projects  are  usually  ambitious  and  complex  and  are  not  easily

understood and testable  by  outsiders.  That  is  the reason why ReachOut  recommends to  go for

scenario-based campaigns.  

A scenario-based beta-testing does not pretend to test everything in a given software. It focuses on a

small but relevant part and aims for a simple, but significant, result. The essential part of a scenario-

based beta-testing is a tutorial that guides beta testers step-by-step to a “Hello World!” result.

A scenario-based beta-testing is adapted to the constraints of research projects. It is focused: it tests

part of the software before the whole system becomes available. It is simple: a scenario is an efficient

way to explain complex, new generation software . It is convenient: it makes it easier for beta testers

to understand and participate. And it is timely as it can be completed within the scope of the project

duration.

2.4 Main outcomes of a beta-testing campaign

There  are  three  categories  of  outcome  to  be  expected  from  beta-testing:  technical  feedback,

exploitation indications and reaching out to real-life users.

Technical  feedback  include the following:  Deployment  report,  UX evaluation,  Process  continuity,

Component integration.

Exploitation results include Business needs identified, Relevant business models declared, Potential

external contributors/users and Emerging project ecosystem. 

Successful  outcome  with  beta  testers  can  be  evaluated  by  the  number  of  external  users  who

download  and  test  the  software,  the  number  of  external  users  who  provide  feedback  and  the

number of support requests and interactions.
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3 Running a Beta-Testing Campaign

This  section  details  the  main  steps  to  define  and  run  a  beta-testing  campaign;  it  is  written

independently of ReachOut. It describes what projects have to do by themselves with or without

ReachOut. It also identifies the requirements upon which the resources provided by ReachOut are

developed.  The resources and processes provided by ReachOut will be described in Section 4: the

ReachOut Campaign Platform. 

3.1 Main activities to run a campaign

This  second  part  of  the  document  introduces  the  main  activities  required  to  define  and  run  a

successful beta-testing campaign. In the case of a collaborative research project these activities have

to be executed by one or several partners. In the third part of the document we will introduce the

resources provided by the ReachOut platform to help in these activities. We identify five categories

of activities that have to be performed by project partners.

• Strategic activities include making some decisions such as defining goals and scope of the

beta-testing campaign and identifying and assigning key roles within the project participants.

• Technology-oriented  activities  require  making  some  specific  technology  efforts  such  as

preparing the software and drafting the scenario or test plan.

• Writing  specific  inputs  is  the  third  category,  it  requires  developing  the  beta-testing

documentation, the tutorial and some communication material that will be used to recruit

beta testers.

• Engaging  with  people  is  the  fourth  category  it  aims  at  recruiting  beta  testers  through

targeted dissemination and communication initiatives.

• The last category is to monitor progress of the campaign, analyse its results and report them

to project partners and the funding authorities until closing of the campaign.

3.2 When to launch a campaign and how long does it lasts

Being a phase in the software development lifecycle, beta testing should have a limited duration. In a

research project, it must be strategically positioned in the project timeline. If it is too early, partners

will not have the time to deliver software mature enough to be tested, and if it is too late, there

would be no time to incorporate feedbacks before the end of the project.

A beta-testing campaign must be launched when the project is able to produce a software package

that delivers functions representative of what it intends to deliver in the end and that is accessible to

a third-party user.  In a 36-month research project the pivotal date is around M24.

Organising and completing a beta-testing campaign follows a typical a five to eight months cycle. 
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Figure   2  : Overview of a beta-testing campaign  

3.3 Strategy decisions

This category of  tasks and activities implies decision making and discussion between the project

participants and should be driven by the project coordinator or technical lead.

3.3.1 Define the goal of the campaign

The first task is to define the goals of the beta-testing campaign. Options to be discussed include for

example:

• Non-functional or functional testing,

• Check deployability, demonstrate integration of the different components, 

• Positioning: clarity of the purpose of the software, etc.

• Test the whole or part of the software?

3.3.2 Define the scope of the campaign

It may not be practical or even may not be possible at all to test the entirety of a complex software

such as those produced by most collaborative research projects. Project partners must discuss the

following options: 

• Specific functionalities of the software to be made available to beta testers,

• Basic modules instead of the whole platform,

• Can “Hello world” can be achieved,

• Adapt objectives to the remaining time of the project.

3.3.3 Identify and appoint key roles

While  a  beta-testing  campaign  might  very  well  be  driven  in  a  research  project  by  the  partner

responsible  for  dissemination,  a  number  of  key  roles  have  to  be  assigned  that  resort  to  other

partners. They include: 
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• Campaign  Manager:  the  campaign  manager  is  the  “product  owner”,  this  role  combines

technical and dissemination expertise and resources.

• Internal  beta testers:  not to be overlooked, a beta-testing campaign cannot be launched

without internally tested by the partners. Internal beta testers test the beta-test plan.

• Beta  testers:  they  are  the  unknown  third-party  stakeholders  who  will  provide  valuable

feedback. Their ideal profile such as developers, beginners, experts, end-users, etc. must be

defined prior to launching the campaign

• Support Contact:  somebody within  the project  participants,  with good knowledge of  the

software, or at least of how the test scenario works, must be appointed to be the key contact

for beta testers. 

• Participants: that’s an important one, all project partners must be aware of the beta-testing

campaign and involved in it, if only to facilitate technical activities and to help recruit beta

testers.

3.3.4 Decide on incentives for beta testers

Signing up for a beta-testing campaign is an opportunity for beta testers to preview software that

advance the state-of-the-art of technology. “Most beta testers get involved because they have a

passion  for  software  and  technology.  In  return,  most  only  request  that  their  feedback  be

acknowledged.  For the most part, this recognition doesn’t require any incentive (though a free T-

shirt to say thank you never hurts).” (From an article in FastCompany).

The  best  incentive  for  a  beta  test  is  usually  the  software  product  being  tested.  However,

collaborative research projects are not commercial projects and beta testers are not consumers but

probably researchers themselves or innovators or at best early adopters interested in cutting-edge

technologies. Nevertheless, do not assume that love for cool technologies has no limits and that beta

testers have no busy agendas. 

Therefore, when you ask IT professionals to direct some of their expertise, time and energy to your

software, it is good policy to offer something in exchange. Incentives are a great way to show your

appreciation but must be earned. Here are few guidelines for incentives:

• Must appeal to developers: T-shirts or tech goodies are OK.

• A digital reward is easy to deliver: a buying voucher at an online shop for example.

• Recognition of beta testers as contributors on the website is well appreciated.

• Polling all the reward budget into one super lottery prize is a possibility. 

You need to plan a budget for the rewards, fortunately, beta testers may be IT professionals but

when acting as beta testers they are not contracted as IT professionals, so the budget is limited.

3.4 Technology-related activities

In a research project these activities typically resort to the research work packages. They include

producing a software package suitable for the beta-testing campaign and defining the test scenario.

REACHOUT Grant agreement No 825307 11
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3.4.1 Produce the Software package to be tested

The first technology-related activity is to produce the software package to be tested. Whatever the

maturity of the project a proper package must be offered to beta testers, not just the code on the

repository. 

Software to be beta tested should be easy to access and to deploy. The software must be easily

consumable  by  third-party  IT  professionals.  The beta  version  must  be  properly  packaged.  While

deployability  might  be  right  in  the  scope  of  beta-testing,  complex  build  processes  are  a  huge

deterrent and must be avoided at all cost. Depending on the scope a SaaS instance of the software

will facilitate beta testers participation, otherwise Docker images are also a good practice. And of

course, if the software has to be deployed a download link must be easily accessible and operational.

And if it is a service, proper user management must be in place.

The beta version must be validated by internal  beta testers and the support  contacts appointed

among project participants.

3.4.2 Develop the testing scenario

Here you start by choosing or identifying what functionality you want to test or, if under constraints,

what functions are available to be tested given the timeframe of the project. 

Then you define  what  result  the scenario  should  (could)  lead to  and you develop  and test  the

relevant and short application resulting in a meaningful “Hello world” scenario. 

If necessary you must prepare and make available an appropriate dataset unless beta testers are

expected to use their own datasets.

The objective of a beta-testing campaign is to collect feedback. What feedback do you want? The

testing  scenario  implicitly  leads  to  certain  feedback.  A  process  to  collect  feedback,  usually  a

questionnaire, must be developed.

3.4.3 Internal beta-testing

It is useful to have the beta version and the testing scenario tested by the internal beta testers before

making it public. The role of internal beta testers is to evaluate the testability of the software and the

feasibility of the test plan.

3.5 Writing communication material

This category of tasks and activities is about developing specific documentation and communication

material for the beta-testing campaign.

3.5.1 Beta Documentation

Beta-testing campaigns are addressed to third-party users that are not familiar with the software.

The role of the beta documentation is to make things easy for them. Beta documentation should be a

subset of the whole software documentation which can be too complex and not adapted to the

needs of simple beta testers. The extent and formality of the Beta Documentation Set will depend on

the organization and scope of the beta-testing campaign. It should be short and to the point, a quick
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easy read for beta testers. The table below provides a checklist of what a beta documentation should

ideally contain. In this checklist the most important point is probably the sted-by-step tutoriaL 

Table   1  : Beta documentation cheklist  

Introduction
Beta test goals and timeline
Assumptions and requirements
Software overview
Beta version limitations
Beta-testing scenarios
Step-by-step tutorial

Links to software documentation
Support contact details
Mailing list details
Feedback collection process
Incentive
Link to the GDPR Notice

3.5.2 Communication materials

Since  beta-testing  is  an  initiative  to  engage  with  third-party  researchers,  developers  and  IT

professionals it must be supported by material facilitating this kind of communication. You will have

to use several channels and each of them several times to recruit beta testers so it is useful to have

your tools prepared. The table below provides a list of communication material you need to prepare.

Table   2  : Communication material  

Beta-testing campaign announcement mail
Beta-testing campaign announcement tweets
Campaign web page
Beta-testing campaign welcome mail
Beta-testing campaign wrap-up mail
Beta-testing campaign flyer, leaflet
Beta-testing campaign thank you mail

3.6 Engaging with people

This category of tasks and activities covers the recruitment of beta testers.

3.6.1 Basic guidelines

The first  step is  to  define the ideal  profile  and prerequisites  of  the beta  testers.  They could be

developers,  with  various  degrees  of  technical  expertise,  or  business  users  with  certain  types  of

needs.

What are the key metrics? One indication from software developers and testing professional in the

consumer market is that one in five beta testers returns valuable feedback. However, testing highly

complex software is for experts and is not like polling consumers. In the world of research projects,

beta testers can be expected to be more responsible and results become significant very quickly. At

this  level  of  expertise,  results  become significant  with  10  valuable  feedbacks.  Actually  empirical

experience shows that patterns, still at this level of expertise, start materializing with six feedbacks.

The minimum target to obtain useful results should be to recruit between 10 and 20 beta testers.
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Engaging with beta testers is not unlike a commercial relation. It must be nurtured. Engage openly,

follow-up on registration, reply swiftly to questions and remarks. Clearly define the communication

channels: via the support email, via an issue tracking system or via the feedback questionnaire. 

3.6.2 How to recruit beta testers.

How do you recruit between 10 and 20 beta testers? There are a number of ways to contact them. 

• From your own project partners, they can engage with fellow researchers and, in the case of

academic partners, students can be good beta testers.

• From  other  projects:  same  as  above  plus,  if  the  other  project  has  its  own  beta-testing

campaign you can trade beta-testing participations.

• Friends and family can be a source of beta testers providing they have the right expertise for

the testing scenario.

• Use social networks: Tweeter, LinkedIn, Reddit, etc. Use them again and again, the life span

of a tweet is extremely short. Do not hesitate to tweet again.

• Advertise at events: whether at scientific and academic events or industry and open source

events always have a leaflet to distribute.

3.7 Harvesting results 

This category of tasks and activities is concerned with the collection of results (feedback) and their

reporting.

3.7.1 Complete and evaluate results 

As mentioned above beta-testing of complex software produced by research projects is not a large-

scale  consumer-oriented  operation.  While  a  great  number  of  feedbacks  is  appreciable,  priority

should nevertheless be on quality and consistency of feedback collected with a target of at least 10

beta testers recruited and at least 6 feedback questionnaires.

Paying attention to the quality of feedback, do not hesitate to follow-up with beta testers: insist on

feedback questionnaires duly completed and request and discuss details. 

Ideally results should be balanced between technical feedback and indications related to exploitation

opportunities.  These  might  not  be  provided  as  such  by  beta  testers,  they  are  derived  from

observations on how they envisage using the software.

3.7.2 Complete and circulate reports

There is no beta-testing campaign fully completed without a reporting of the results. We see three

reporting directions. 

• First, reporting can be internal for the development team, for project partners and for the

funding authority (the European Commission). 

• Second  reporting  can  be  external:  by  web  page,  mail  or  press  release.  Think  of  it  as  a

dissemination action. 
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• Third  reporting  is  the ReachOut  debriefing:  we need feedback to  improve the ReachOut

platform.

3.8 Methodology summary

The figure below outlines the main tasks and activities involved in a beta-testing campaign and the

relations between them.

Figure   3  : Main components of a beta-testing campaign and their relations  
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4 The ReachOut Campaign Platform

This part introduces the tools and resources the ReachOut campaign platform provides to help you

with the tasks and activities outlined in the previous section. 

4.1 Overview

These resources are provided online by a sub-part of the ReachOut website we call the BetaCenter.

4.1.1 Overview of the BetaCenter

The ReachOut  BetaCenter  (the BetaCenter)  is  a  platform with  tools  and  functional  resources  to

launch beta testing campaigns, recruit beta testers and collect feedback. Technically developed upon

an XWiki  platform, the BetaCenter is  comprised of  five main parts that interact  with the project

stakeholders:  the  ReachOut  website,  the  Beta-Testing  Campaign  pages  and  the  Campaign

Dashboards (both being sub-parts of the ReachOut website), the Questionnaires and the Factory.

Figure   4  : ReachOut BetaCenter architecture overview  

The BetaCenter is developed with open source components and applications including:

• XWiki (an OW2 project) for the web pages and user interactions, 

• FusionDirectory (an OW2 project)  for user management,

• Sympa (an OW2 project) as the mailing list system,

• LimeSurvey for the questionnaires.

4.1.2 Overview of the templates provided by the BetaCenter

The BetaCenter provides templates for the main building blocks of a beta-testing campaign. Some

are  ready-made  components  that  just  need  to  be  customized,  some  are  frameworks  to  be

completed.
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• Campaign  Manager  Home  Page:  it  is  the  entry  point  to  the  BetaCenter  for  campaign

managers.

• Campaign Page: form-based and customizable, it is the introductory page of a beta-testing

campaign.

• Beta documentation template: provides checklist and examples.

• Feedback collection: ReachOut provides a draft questionnaire (customizable) and the service

to collect feedback.

• Reporting package:  ReachOut provides a dashboard to be used to monitor and to report

progress.

• Communication Package: This includes pre-written mails and communication material.

• Fine print: ReachOut has prepared notices for Agreement, Consent, Disclaimer and  GDPR.

4.2 Key resources provided by ReachOut BetaCenter

4.2.1 The campaign manager page

Identified as “My Home Page” on the web site, the campaign manager page is the entry point in the

BetaCenter. This page is created when a campaign manager registers and it is accessible after login. It

provides Campaign Managers access to resources such as:

• creating a project on the BetaCenter and 

editing its description, 

• creating and editing beta-testing campaigns, 

• accessing the questionnaire

• accessing the campaign dashboard

Once registered Campaign Managers first need to create their Project in ReachOut using the Project

creation form accessible from “My Home Page”.

4.2.2 The campaign web page

Beta-testing campaign pages are displayed on the public ReachOut website. They are developed by

Campaign Managers. Campaign Manager first need to create their project in the BetaCenter using a

Project creation form. Then, for each Project, the BetaCenter provides a Campaign Page creation

form to Campaign Managers, which they fill in for their Beta-Testing Campaigns (there can be several

Campaigns for a given Project). Once the Campaign Page is published on the public website, Beta

Testers can find all information about the Campaigns and register to execute the testing process.

The Campaign Page is the landing page for the beta-testing campaign. It is easily completed thanks to

a form that guides the Campaign Manager and automatically creates the Campaign Page. The main

sections of the Campaign Page are:
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• Project description

• Logo and website

• Beta campaign description

• Beta-tester email registration 

• Requirements for participating

• Download and documentation links

• Key dates

4.2.3 The monitoring dashboard

Once registered on the BetaCenter and after having created a campaign, Campaign Managers can

access  their  own  campaign  dashboard  from  their  homepages.  This  dashboard  is  some  kind  of

campaign management graphic interface; it provides 24 checkpoints to monitor the progress of the

beta-testing campaign. It works as a self-evaluation tool and results in a visual synthesis that can be

used  for  reporting  progress  both  internally  to  project  partners  and  externally  to  the  funding

authorities.

Figure   5  : ReachOut BetaCenter monitoring dashboard  

The Dashboard’s 24 checkpoints are organized in three categories: 

• Management: these checkpoints cover strategic decisions to be taken at project level upon

defining the campaign.

• Preparation: these are the tactical actions and decisions in the preparation of the campaign,

they are back-office tasks.
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• Execution: these checkpoints are to be considered once the campaign is live, they relate to

recognition of actual results and their reporting.

4.2.4 The questionnaire template

The Questionnaires are developed by Campaign Managers for their Beta-Testing Campaigns. Based

on the  Questionnaire  template  provided  by  the  BetaCenter,  Campaign  Managers  customize  the

Questionnaire to match their Beta-Testing Campaigns. Once it is finalized, Beta Testers participating

in the corresponding Beta-Testing Campaign will  be able to provide their Feedbacks through this

Questionnaire.

The Questionnaire  is  an integral  part  of  the Beta-Testing Campaign.  The Campaign Page can be

published on the public website only after the Questionnaire has been customized and activated.

The  Questionnaire  itself  is  quite  short.  The  BetaCenter  provides  a  template  with  12  standard

questions  from  “How  would  you  rate  your  overall  experience  with  the  beta  version  of  the

software/service?” and “How would you rate the installation/set-up of the software – access to the

service?” to “What kind of organisation do you represent?”. 

In addition to these questions which are generic and valid for virtually any beta-testing campaign,

Campaign  Managers  are  given  the  possibility  to  customize  existing  questions  or  craft their  own

questions specific to the software or service to be tested. 

4.2.5 The communication package

This ReachOut Communication Package provides campaign managers with communication material

and  message  templates  that  can  be  used  to  promote  their  campaigns,  recruit  beta  testers  and

motivate them to follow the entire process until the feedback questionnaire. It includes templates

and examples for the following items:

• Beta-testing campaign announcement mail and tweets

• Campaign web page

• Beta testing campaign welcome mail

• Beta testing campaign wrap-up mail

• Beta testing campaign flyer

• Beta testing Workshop registration

• Beta testing campaign thank you mail

The communication package is available on this page: https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/

Templates/CommunicationPackage. 

4.2.6 Mailings lists

The BetaCenter provides two mailing lists to Campaign Managers. 

• Campaign list: the BetaCenter automatically creates a mailing list dedicated to a given Beta-

Testing Campaign. Its role is to support communications between the Campaign Manager

and the Beta Testers. 
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• Campaign Managers list: when registering Campaign Managers are automatically subscribed

to the Campaign Managers  list.  This  mailing list  is  for  sharing feedback on the platform,

experience, concerns, questions,  best practices and mutual help in finding beta-testers. 

This is the way the BetaCenter helps establish connections between projects and thereby mesh the

ecosystem between research projects.

4.2.7 Beta-testing agreement

The BetaCenter provides a legal framework to beta-testing campaign participants, whether Campaign

Managers or Beta Testers. The “fine print” is represented by a Beta-testing Agreement which relates

to a Disclaimer of responsibilities and a GDPR notice. 

4.3 Getting Started

First things first,  Campaign Managers must start by registering and craeting they projects on the

BetaCenter. 

What happens once you register?

• We will arrange an online presentation and discuss your timeline

• We will discuss the possibility of making a presentation at your next plenary meeting

Then we get started:

• You are granted access to the templates

• We help you set up the campaign page

• Together we define the promotion plan
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5 Conclusion and Summary

The ReachOut CSA aims at helping research projects in the area of software engineering narrow the

gap between research and market by means of defining and running a Beta-Testing Campaign. We

see Beta-Testing Campaigns as a way to help projects develop “products attributes” which will make

their  software  easier  to  discover  by  potential  third-party  users,  partners,  integrators  or

complementors. Here are four key take away for research projects:

• Beta-testing is a recognized best practice in software product development.

• Launching a beta testing campaign helps bring your project closer to the market.

• Follow the ReachOut methodology to develop a beta-testing campaign.

• Take advantage of the ReachOut BetaCenter and its ready-made templates, free of charge.

For  more  details,  check  out  the  references  and  appendix  at  the  end  of  this  document  or  the

BetaCenter at www.projectbetatesting.eu.  
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Appendix

ANNEX 1  Glossary

Back Office

The Back Office is the part of the ReachOut platform that is accessible to the Campaign Managers; it 

essentially includes the Dashboard and the Questionnaire.

Beta Documentation

The Beta Documentation is a subset of the general software documentation aimed at facilitating the 

participation of the Beta Testers. It includes a presentation of the software and a quick tutorial on 

what to do to test and report Feedback on. 

Beta Testers

Beta Testers are developers, IT professionals and End-users who voluntarily test the Beta Version 

and report Feedback. Beta Testers do not belong to team who develops the software.

Beta Testing Campaign

A Beta Testing Campaign is an action aimed at having a Beta Version of a software tested by Beta 

Testers who will report Feedback that will help improve the software before the final or commercial 

version.

Beta Version

A Beta Version of a software is a version of a software designed to be handed over to Beta Testers 

who will report Feedback. The Beta Version is not the final, nor commercial version of a software.

Campaign Manager

The Campaign Manager is a person on the development side who is in charge of coordinating the 

different tasks required by a Beta Testing Campaign.

Campaign Page

The Campaign Page is a web page introducing the Beta Testing Campaign and enabling Beta Testers 

to register and participate in the campaign.

Communication Package

The Communication Package is a set of templates for communication resources such as mails, press 

releases, and flyers to help Campaign Managers implement best practices.

Dashboard

The Dashboard is the main interface for the Campaign Manager, it provides over twenty checkpoints

to help monitor the progress of the campaign.

Documentation Package
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The Documentation Package is a set of templates to help Campaign Managers implement best 

practices in producing the Beta Documentation.

Feedback

Feedback is the main objective of a Beta Testing Campaign; developers need to hear from Beta 

Testers about their experience with the software and how it behaved in their hands.

Front Office

The Front Office is the part of the ReachOut platform through which Beta Testers interact with the 

Beta Testing Campaign; it essentially includes the Campaign Page, and access points to the Beta 

Version of the software, the Beta Documentation, the Questionnnaire, and the Support Contact.

Incentive

Although it is expected that Beta Testers participate in a Beta Testing Campaign voluntarily, It is a 

good practice to offer them an Incentive, acknowledging their contribution.

Market Place

What we call the Market Place is the main entry point to the list of Beta Testing Campaigns 

supported by the ReachOut platform

Project

The Project is typically a research project developing software. It is represented by its Campaign 

Manager.

Questionnaire

The Questionnaire is the method by which Feedback from Beta Testers is collected on the ReachOut 

Platform. A Questionnaire template is provided to Campaign Managers who can then customise it to

the specifics of their Beta Testing Campaigns.

ReachOut Administrator

A member of the ReachOut project team, the ReachOut Administrator is in charge of supporting 

Campaign Managers through out their Beta Testing Campaigns.

Reporting

At the end of a Beta Testing Campaign, Campaign Manager is expected to prepare an internal report

with Feedback for the Project team and an external report for third party stakeholders including 

Beta Testers. A reporting template is provided by the ReachOut platform.

Support Contact

Support Contact is an essential role in a Beta Testing Campaign, it provides answers to Beta Testers 

and help them complete the Beta Testing Plan. 
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ANNEX 2  Communication Package

Announcement email

Subject: [<Project_Name] beta testing campaign launched 

Dear <Full_Name>,

We are glad to announce the launch of<Project_Name> <Project_Software> beta testing campaign.

Take this unique opportunity to evaluate <Project Software> for free. You can be among the first to 

discover one of the most advanced <Project_Technologies> offered by a EU-funded research and 

innovation consortium. 

Experiment the latest release of <Project_Name>/<Project Software> and tell us how it 

can <optimize your working environment, enhance the user experience, help you innovate faster, 

offer a competitive advantage>. (select relevant benefits from a list)

As a recognition for your efforts and useful feedback, you might receive a customized gift and be 

added as a <Project_Name> contributor.

This offer is limited to beta testers interacting with the project team, by <BetaTesting_EndDate>. You

will be contacted individually for contributions opportunities and to receive your customized early 

user gift.  

For an overview of <Project_Name> approach and technologies, please <watch this short video 

primer OR read this white paper>, then follow three simple steps:.

1. Click here to get started for free: download and try <Project_Software> Now!

2. You will find first help in the <Project_getting_started_guide>.

3. Then, fill in the <Project_Feedback_Questionnaire>

Thank you for your cooperation. We hope you'll have a great testing experience with 

<Project_Software> .

The <Project_Name> designers are ready to support your testing efforts. Should you meet an issue, 

just send the error message and/or a screenshot to <Project_Support_Contact>. We will contact you 

soon.

Looking forward to interact with you.

The <Project_Name> team

Announcement Tweets

• We are looking for new beta testers for @Project_Name @Project_Software. Try it for free 

and don't hesitate to interact with the designers. Your feedback is important and valuable. 

Join the @ReachOut_H2020 BetaCenter services: <short_URL>

• New @ReachOut_project beta testing campaign launched with #H2020 @Project_Name 

about #technology_key_hashtag. Join the first users now: <short_URL>
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Campaign Web Page

<Project_Software> Beta Testing Campaign

<Project_Name> <Project_Software> offers <Project_Main_Benefits>. Short pitch here in two-three 

sentences. For more information, please view the video primer and/or read the <Project_Name> 

white paper.

Join the beta testing campaign now!

Trying the (open source) <Project_Software> is a free initiative that will improve your productivity in 

your environment (or other main benefit). Experiment the latest release available now:

• Don't be shy, join the beta testing campaign to interact with <Project_Name> developers: 

EMail Field + Join Button

• Download and try <Project_Software>. You will find first help in the 

<Project_getting_started_guide>.

• Fill in the <Project_Feedback_Questionnaire>

Where are the beta-tester benefits?

You'll have nothing to lose and everything to win, including <Project_main_benefit>!

Moreover, you'll be among the first to discover the most advanced software for your environment.

As a recognition for your efforts and useful feedback, you might receive a customized gift and be 

added as a <Project_Name> contributor. This offer is limited to the beta testers interacting with the 

<Project_Name> team, by <BetaTesting_EndDate>. You will be contacted individually for a 

customized gift and for contribution opportunities. So, please provide a valid contact email.

Support contact

This campaign will evolve with up-to-date software releases to discover. Come back regularly!

You can find more relative software or plug-ins on <github_plug-ins>

Feel free to contact the support team and to contribute <Project_support_contact>.

Announcement Tweets

• Optimize your working environment: Join the @Project_Name new #software #betatesting 

campaign by @ReachOut_H2020: Try <Project_Software> now! <short_URL>

• Enhance user experience: Join the @Project_Name new #software #betatesting campaign by

@ReachOut_H2020: Try <Project_Software> now! <short_URL>

• Innovate faster: Join the @Project_Name new #software #betatesting campaign by 

@ReachOut_H2020: Try <Project_Software> now! <short_URL>

• Win a competitive advantage: Join the @Project_Name new #software #betatesting 

campaign by @ReachOut_H2020: Try <Project_Software> now! <short_URL>

Welcome email

Both messages should be automatic answers to new project/beta-tester registration:
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• Welcome <Project_Name> campaign manager,

• We are glad to support your software beta testing campaign. We'll provide you useful

links, communication templates, advices and scorecards. We are looking forward to 

interact with you soon. Please, find your initial campaign webpage on the ReachOut 

BetaCenter: <short_URL>

• Welcome <Beta_Tester_FullName>,

• Thank you for registering the <Project_Name> beta testing campaign supported by 

the ReachOut project. Should you need help, please contact 

<Project_Support_Contact> directly. We wish you a great user experience. 

Welcome Tweets

Welcome @beta-user in @project_software beta testing campaign. Do not hesitate to contact us. 

The @project_name team will be glad to support your software testing efforts and to interact with 

you at your convenience. <short_URL>

Wrap-up email

The @Project_Name beta testing campaign will end soon. Check out your @ReachOut_h2020 

campaign dashboard and export the latest metrics to illustrate your dissemination and exploitation 

efforts.

Campaign Flyer

Participate in <Project_Name> Beta Testing Campaign

Description of <Project_Name> and <Project_Software> with main benefits.

Why participate in the Beta Testing Campaign?

• Be among the first to discover the most advanced <software_technologies>

• Your valuable feedback will help us refine the next release

• Drive improvement in your own environment like never before

• Receive a customized gift 

Download and try out <Project_Software> now and don't forget to sign up to the <Project_Name> 

beta testing campaign!

<URL> + <QR-Code?>

EU Flag + EU funding

(STAMP Flyer Example: https://www.stamp-project.eu/view/main/STAMP_Beta_Test_Flyer)

Thank you email

Subject: [<Project_Name>] Thank you for your evaluation of <Project_Software> 

Dear Beta tester,

Thank you for your involvement in <Project_Name> and for your feedback. We hope you had a great 

testing experience with <Project_Software>.

Now, you can  also try the latest <Project_Plug-in> or related software. Download it and read the 

online documentation: <Project_URL>
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If you meet an issue, just send the error message or a screenshot and the <Project_Support> team 

will support your efforts.

Please follow <Project_Name> social networks:

<Project_Name> on twitter: http://www.twitter.com/<Project_Name>

<Project_Name> on LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/<Project_Name> 

Signature

Thank you email, feedback missing

Subject: [<Project_Name>] Thank you for your evaluation of <Project_Software>. Please, send your 

feedback now!

Dear Beta tester,

Thank you for your involvement in <Project_Name>. We hope you had a great testing experience 

with <Project_Software>.

However, we did not receive your feedback yet.

Please, fill this form online: <URL>

If you meet an issue, just send the error message or a screenshot and the <Project_Support> team 

will help you.

All the <Project_Name> designers are ready to interact with you, to better understand your practices 

and environment, and to support your efforts.

Looking forward to read you soon.

Please follow <Project_Name> social networks:

<Project_Name> on twitter: http://www.twitter.com/<Project_Name>

<Project_Name> on LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/<Project_Name> 

Signature

Workshop Registration

Dear XXX,

I am pleased to personally invite you to a workshop about <Project_Name> where the designers will 

present their latest software, likely to offer new fruitful collaborations between research and 

industry.

This workshop will take place at <place>, on <January 30th from 1:30PM to 6:00PM>, with 

networking breaks.

Take this opportunity to bring your laptop and test your own Java/Maven test suite.

You will be able to interact with the designers of the  project on best practices.

The workshop is free but online registration is mandatory - an identity card could be requested at the

reception desk.

Free registration to the Workshop: To register to a ReachOut / H2020 Project workshop, please use a 

button link in the public web page such as (URL to eventbrite or equivalent service):

Looking forward to seeing you again. Signature.
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